<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL OF GRADUATE RESEARCH – CONTACT DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Website:</strong> <a href="http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships">www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website will have advice about:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- searching and applying for scholarships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- on-line applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Find useful links to national and international funding websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facebook:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/50x50" alt="Facebook Icon" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Block - W.G.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Te Mata Kairangi School of Graduate Research)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAPER APPLICATIONS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hamilton</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications can be dropped into Te Mata Kairangi School of Graduate reception, W Block, W.G. 61 or, after hours, deposited in the red drop box, Level 2 Student Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tauranga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications can be dropped into the Information Centre at either the Bongard Centre or the Windermere Campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HANDY HINT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It sometimes happens that a reference letter is still missing at the scholarship application deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For most scholarships, reference letters can still be submitted in the four days that follow the closing date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>So, if you know that a reference is missing, don't make the mistake of abandoning your scholarship application!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit your application, and then remind your referee that they need to submit their letter urgently as per the application instructions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCHOLARSHIPS OF THE MONTH

Cayne Dunnett Scholarship
Closing date: 7 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate
For NZ citizens or permanent residents who are full-time students in their penultimate (second-to-last) year of study of a BMS, a BBA, or a BECom at the University of Waikato. The Scholarship will have a value of up to $2,500, plus a summer internship with the BNZ Markets team in the bank’s main dealing room in Wellington. The possibility of a further grant is explained in the award's regulations.
For further information and an application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

Ngārimu VC and 28th (Māori) Battalion Memorial Scholarships
Closing date: 28 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Postgraduate
Maori undergraduate and postgraduate students who will be attending a recognised tertiary institution in 2017 are encouraged to apply for the Ngārimu VC and 28th (Māori) Battalion Memorial Scholarships.
Undergraduate – three awards worth $10,000 each per year of full-time study, for up to five years.
Graduate – one masters award worth $15,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years
Masters Education Research Award – one award worth $15,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years & a paid internship with the Ministry of Education for up to 6 weeks for each year of study
Postgraduate – one Doctoral Scholarship worth $25,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years. The doctoral scholarship is to support doctoral candidates through the final 24 months of study.
For further information and application forms, visit http://www.education.govt.nz/further-education/scholarships/ngarimu-vc-and-28th-maori-battalion-memorial-scholarships

Beverley Anaru Memorial Fund
Closing date: 29 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Postgraduate
The Scholarships aim is to assist full-time students who whakapapa to Te Arawa, to complete a recognized tertiary qualification that will enrich their own life experience, community and ultimately, Aotearoa as a whole. The Fund provides two Undergraduate and two Postgraduate Scholarships for the advancement of education for Te Arawa descendants enrolled at a New Zealand tertiary institute in a NZQA recognised course. It is envisaged that the recipients of these Scholarships will be committed to contributing to the development and prosperity of Te Arawa iwi, hapū and whānau
For further information and an application form, visit http://www.geysercf.org.nz/index.php/applying-for-funding-leftmenu-77/192-beverleyanarumemorialfund

Acorn Foundation Eva Trowbridge Scholarship
Closing date: 30 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
This $3,000 Scholarship is open to applications from adult learners (25 years and over) who will be studying at the University of Waikato’s Tauranga campus in 2017, and who reside in an area administered by the Tauranga City Council or the Western Bay of Plenty District Council. In selecting the successful applicant, the Selection Panel may take academic merit, financial circumstances, and contribution to the community into consideration.
For further information and the online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarship

Acorn Foundation Ted Wadsworth Scholarship
Closing date: 30 September 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
This $3,000 Scholarship is open to applications from students who have graduated from the University of Waikato or its’ Tauranga campus and who reside in an area administered by the Tauranga City Council or the Western Bay of Plenty District Council. The Scholarship is available to full and part-time students.
The scholarship is open to a graduate of any discipline who wishes to undertake research of 60 points or more in the youth leadership field.
For further information and the online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarship
Claude McCarthy Fellowship – Category A (UNZ)
Closing dates: Round 1 – 1 May 2017; Round 2 – 1 October 2017
Level: Postgraduate
Fellowships support overseas travel for short periods to: present research work at conferences, and/or conduct research.
Applicants will be doctoral candidates at a New Zealand University. They can be international or domestic, but must already have a New Zealand tertiary qualification and must have been already enrolled in their doctoral study for at least one year at the time of application.
Round 1 [May closing date] applicants will be travelling between July and December in the year of application.
Round 2 [October closing date] applicants will be travelling between January and June in the year after application.
Applications for overseas conference attendance will be enhanced if combined with plans for overseas research activities.
Funding will not normally exceed $5,000.
Fellows must use the funds whilst registered for a doctoral degree or, at the latest, within four months of the submission of their thesis.
Further information and an online application form are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz.
Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

NEW healthAlliance Cyber Security Scholarship NEW
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Levels: Graduate
The healthAlliance Cyber Security Scholarship was established in 2017 to support academically talented students studying towards a Master of Cyber Security qualification at the University of Waikato. The Scholarship will provide students studying in the Master of Cyber Security Programme with both financial support and industry experience through a research project at healthAlliance. The Scholarship will cover student tuition fees and a stipend.
For further information and online application form, visit: www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

D.V. Bryant Trust University of Waikato Residential Scholarships
Closing date: 1 October 2017 and 1 March 2018
Level: School Leaver
This Scholarship offers the recipient up to $7,000 to be applied to board and lodgings in either Bryant Hall or Student Village. Applicants must be intending to study full-time (a full-time academic year comprises of 120points) in 2018. These Scholarships will be offered to students in financial hardship, which make accommodation within a hall of residence environment beneficial to their academic progress at University.
For further information and online application, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

D.V. Bryant Trust University of Waikato Residential Tutorship
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
This Tutorship is offered to a current full-time student in either an undergraduate degree, graduate or postgraduate programme of study. The recipient will be required to live in one of the University’s Halls of Residence, and will be required to offer tutorial assistance within the areas of his / her academic expertise to residents as determined by the Residential Manager of the Hall. This Scholarship is valued at $3,500, to be applied to the recipient’s board and lodgings.
For further information and online application, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Spark Scholarship (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate
The Spark Scholarship is for women studying or planning on studying for a Bachelor’s degree in a technology-related discipline at a New Zealand University. Each scholarship carries an award of up to $5,000, for up to three years.
Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website (www.universitiesnz.ac.nz). Prospective applicants should email scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

**Sasakawa Young Leaders Fellowship Fund (SYLFF)**

*Closing date: 1 October 2017*

*Level: Graduate / Postgraduate*

The Ryiochi Sasakawa Young Leaders’ Fellowships are offered annually from the proceeds of a very generous endowment received from the Nippon Foundation (the known as the Sasakawa Foundation). The purpose of the programme is to provide the opportunity to study at any New Zealand University for graduate students at the research stage of their programmes, who have displayed potential for future leadership in national, regional and international affairs.

For further information, visit: http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/admission/scholarships-bursaries-awards/other-scholarships/sasakawa/young-leaders-fund/young-leaders-fund_home.cfm. For any enquiries, please email sylff@massey.ac.nz

**The Golden Key International Honour Society Waikato Chapter**

We are one of two Chapters of Golden Key in New Zealand, our society recognises and promotes Academic excellence in over 400 Universities worldwide. The Waikato Chapter is involved with volunteer work, academic improvement and fostering leadership skills.

As a Golden Key member you have access to a variety of scholarships throughout the year, these can be applied for via this link http://www.goldenkey.org/scholarships-awards/listing/

For more information about our chapter and activities planned for B Semester, please go to our Facebook page http://www.facebook.com/GoldenKeyWaikato or email (Vice-President) at info@waikato.goldenkey.org.nz.

**OTHER FUNDING**

Looking for further funding to support your study? The Generosity New Zealand Funding Information Service offers the givME website http://apps.generosity.org.nz/givME (formerly BreakOut).

Please note that givME is a subscriber service; checking it from a ‘private’ computer can cost a lot!

**We strongly recommend that you use a University of Waikato computer**, as we pay a ‘blanket’ subscription. If you don't have access to a University computer, access givME from a site that already pays a subscription, e.g. a public library.

**Tauranga students** can also access the givMe website from the University of Waikato campus in Tauranga.

Just log on using your student ID, go to the University of Waikato Scholarships website, select ‘Search for Scholarships’, the ‘Other funding’ and click on ‘Generosity New Zealand’, and start answering the questions. Your answers will shorten the list to those awards you might be eligible for (instead of all of the thousands on this amazing web-site!).

**International students** will find it particularly helpful that, under the section ‘This is also relevant to me’, they can filter the list to show awards open to international students.
Scholarships Currently Open for Application

Please note: We have tried to indicate the ‘Level’ of each award. Please treat this information as a guide only; you still need to check the regulations to confirm your eligibility.

Bio-Protection Research Centre – Summer Scholarship
Closing date: 1 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate
Every year the Bio-Protection Research Centre offers summer scholarships for undergraduate students who are enrolled in a Bachelor’s degree at a New Zealand University. These scholarships are generally available for study at Lincoln University, Massey University of the University of Auckland. Scholarships usually start at the end of November and students are paid up to $6,000 for 10 weeks’ work.
For further information, visit http://bioprotection.org.nz/about-us/students/summer-scholarships where you will find the link to Scholarship project details and application advertised in our vacancies in August.
For 2017 the scholarships are available at Lincoln, Massey or the University of Auckland, University for students currently enrolled in a Bachelor’s degree at any New Zealand university.

Plant & Food Research: Summer Studentships
Opening date: 1 August 2017 - Register now
Level: Undergraduates / Graduates / Postgraduate
The Plant & Food Summer Studentship programmes creates a special ‘career experience’ for high calibre candidates. The programme includes a full induction training day, a career planning session identifying potential pathways, a specific research project as well as a final farewell and awards function. It you want to get a taste of research and gain hands-on work experience over the summer period, a studentship with Plant & Food Research will give you the opportunity to undertake research that benefits New Zealand whilst working alongside world-recognised scientists.
For further information, visit http://www.plantandfood.co.nz/page/careers/summer-studentships/register-now/

The Betty Loughhead Soroptimist Scholarship Trust
Closing date: 1 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate
This scholarship has been established to assist women intending to pursue an educational programme. The Soroptimists, a women’s service organisation, offer this Scholarship to women enrolled to train or re-train in an NZQA programme at a New Zealand tertiary institution. Applicants must be 25 years or over, have a proven record of academic achievement, be NZ citizens, and be prepared to participate in Soroptimist promotional activities.
Application forms must be sent to: BLSST Secretary, 52 Raukawa Street, Strathmore Park, Wellington 6022.
For further information and application for, visit the website www.blsst.co.nz

Dick and Mary Earle Scholarship in Technology (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 September 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
This Scholarship is offered to students studying towards a masters or doctoral degree in the following fields: for the support and encouragement of postgraduate research into aspects of technology in New Zealand universities. The values are $17,000 at master’s level, and $25,000 per annum at doctoral level.
The purpose of the scholarship is to provide funds for individuals to undertake research towards a masterate or doctorate degree in one or both of the two fields:
- Innovation and product development
- Bioprocess technology
Applicants are required to have completed the requirements for a BTech, BEng, BE degree or equivalent at a New Zealand University. This award has a tenure of up to three years, depending on the recipient’s course of study. Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz.
Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.
Edna Waddell Undergraduate Scholarships for Women in Technology & Engineering (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 September 2017
Level: Entrance / Undergraduate
There are three Scholarships offered, up to $5,000, to provide funds to help women undertake undergraduate study for degrees in engineering and technology. The Scholarships are available for women entering their first year of full-time study for an undergraduate degree, who have not previously studied full-time at that level in technology and engineering. The Scholarships are intended for school leavers and mature women; if the latter, preference will be given to those who have worked in industry for at least three years and/or have passed sub-degree courses in technology or engineering.
Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website (www.universitiesnz.ac.nz). Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Todd Foundation Postgraduate Scholarship in Energy Research (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 September 2017
Level: Postgraduate
This scholarship is offered to students who are undertaking research in the field of energy (towards a doctoral degree at a New Zealand university or approved research institution in New Zealand) which may have wide relevance including value to New Zealand. It is available for up to three years with a value of $25,000 per annum, including tuition fees. An additional $3,000 will also be available during the period for conference attendance.
Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Department of Conservation Summer Internship Programme
Vacancies will be advertised early September and close mid-September
Levels: Undergraduate
The DOC Summer Internship Programme is an opportunity for full-time students to get work experience with us, and play a part in the conservation work that we do. The Internships take place from 20 November 2017 to 23 February 2018. To be eligible to apply you must be:
- a New Zealand citizen or permanent resident
- be a full-time student in 2017 at one of the following universities:
  - University of Auckland
  - Auckland University of Technology
  - Massey University
  - University of Waikato
  - Victoria University of Wellington
  - University of Canterbury
  - Lincoln University
  - University of Otago
  - Wananga (for specific intern roles)
Preference will be given to students who have completed at least two years of study. For further information and how to apply for internships, visit http://www.doc.govt.nz/internship

Cayne Dunnett Scholarship
Closing date: 7 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate
For NZ citizens or permanent residents who are full-time students in their penultimate (second-to-last) year of study of a BMS, a BBA, or a BECom at the University of Waikato. The Scholarship will have a value of up to $2,500, plus a summer internship with the BNZ Markets team in the bank's main dealing room in Wellington. The possibility of a further grant is explained in the award's regulations.
For further information and an application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

Vaughan Park Residential Scholarship
Closing date: 8 September 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
This scholarship provides a supportive environment, including accommodation and meals, for a period of three consecutive month’s full-time study at the Centre. Applicants may be lay or ordained, will hold a recognised level of tertiary education, be committed to an approved subject of study and able to resident at Vaughan Park for the period of the Scholarship. Applications must be made in writing to the Scholarships Grants Committee of the Vaughan Park Governance Board and will include:
- A short biography
- An abstract and overall context of the study, and
- Be supported by at least two and no more than three references
For full information and application, please email director@vaughanpark.org.nz
Sir Hugh Kawharu Masters Scholarship  
*Closing date: 15 September 2017*  
*Level: Graduate*

The Sir Hugh Kawharu Masters Scholarship for Innovation in Science is awarded by the Kawharu Foundation and comprises a grant of $10,000. The purpose of the Scholarship is to support and encourage Māori students engaged in masters level study in the sciences. The Scholarship is applicable across a broad range of science disciplines including the physical, mathematical and computational, earth, environment, marine, social, health, biological, biomedical, human, and behavioural sciences.


The Adastra Foundation Scholarship  
*Closing date: 16 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

The Adastra Foundation was established in 2007 to provide financial and mentoring support to extraordinary young New Zealanders in their pursuit of excellence. Awards are available to athletes and musicians only, and must be aged between 16 and 23 years of age.

Athletes, are you:
- a leading sportsperson in your discipline?
- winning national titles in categories well above your age group?
- Already showing potential to be a future World Champion?
- Committed to your chosen sport with clear long term goals?
- Considered an athlete of high potential by your national body?

Musicians, are you:
- A holder of any recognised music qualifications?
- Enrolled in a tertiary institution to study music?
- Considered to have the potential or to be amongst the best in your chosen area of music?

For more information check the Foundation’s website [www.adastra.org.nz](http://www.adastra.org.nz).

IBM PhD Fellowships  
*Nominations open 3rd week of September and are accepted for 5 weeks*  
*Level: Postgraduate*

The IBM PhD Fellowship Awards Program is an intensely competitive worldwide program, which honors exceptional PhD students who have an interest in solving problems that are important to IBM and fundamental to innovation in many academic disciplines and areas of study. IBM Research is paying special attention to the following areas of focus for 2017-2018:
- Quantum Computing
- Cognitive Computing
- Cloud and distributed computing technology and solutions
- Fundamental science and technology

Students must be nominated by a doctoral faculty member and enrolled full-time in a college or university PhD program. The faculty member is encouraged to contact an IBM colleague prior to submitting the nomination to assure mutual interest. Outside of Europe and Russia, students must have completed at least one year of study in their doctoral program at the time of their nomination.


Postgraduate Scholarships in Quantitative Fisheries Science  
*Closing date: 20 September 2017*  
*Level: Graduate*

In collaboration with NIWA, the Ministry for Primary Industries is offering awards for masters students in the field of quantitative fisheries science, particularly stock assessment modelling. Applicants with majors or ‘minors’ in mathematics, statistics and/or biology are, encouraged to apply. It is expected that applicants will have a strong quantitative background and it is recommended that only those students who have taken statistics, calculus or mathematics at, or above, second-year level submit an application. Stock assessment modelling will be a major, but not exclusive, focus of the Scholarship programme.

The Masters Scholarship has a value of up to $20,000 per annum for up to two years.

For further information and to apply visit [https://www.niwa.co.nz/education-and-training/scholarships](https://www.niwa.co.nz/education-and-training/scholarships), or contact Dr Rich Ford at the Ministry for Primary Industries, richard.ford@mpi.govt.nz, or phone (04) 819 4664.
Banting Postdoctoral Fellowships  
*Closing date: 20 September 2017*  
*Level: Postdoctoral*

The Banting Postdoctoral Fellowships program provides funding to the very best postdoctoral applicants, both nationally and internationally, who will positively contribute to the country’s economic, social and research-based growth. The areas of research are:

- Health research
- Natural sciences and/or engineering
- Social Sciences and/or humanities

The value of the Fellowship is $70,000 per year for two years. For further information and the application process, visit [http://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/en/home-accueil.html](http://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/en/home-accueil.html)

Zespri Scholarships  
*Currently open for applications*  
*Level: School Leaver*

Zespri recognises that for our business to continue to thrive, we need to invest in the future leaders of the kiwi fruit industry and the wider horticulture industry. Zespri are offering two $15,000 scholarships to students undertaking tertiary study at a New Zealand university. Anyone in their last year of secondary school, planning to study at university next year and aspiring to a career in the horticulture industry.

For further information, visit [http://www.zespri.com/Pages/HortScholarship.aspx](http://www.zespri.com/Pages/HortScholarship.aspx)

Child Injury Prevention Foundation of New Zealand – Summer Research Scholarship  
*Closing date: 22 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduate*

The Child Injury Prevention Foundation wishes to award a number of student scholarships (value $5,000) for the forthcoming summer break. Projects must relate in some way to child injury prevention (intentional (child abuse) or unintentional (child accidents)) and preference will be given to those that will be of immediate practical benefit to the community.


Computer Science Undergraduate Scholarship  
*Closing date: 22 September 2017*  
*Level: Entrance / School Leaver*

The Computer Science Undergraduate Scholarship examination is to determine whether new students have sufficient proficiency in the subject to merit placement in more senior papers and will be held on the 20 and 21 October 2017. In addition, students demonstrating a particular aptitude for the subject will be offered $5,000, which will be credited directly to their tuition fees.

For further information and online application form, visit [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships)

WorleyParsons New Zealand Scholarships  
*Closing date: 22 September 2017*  
*Level: School Leavers*

WorleyParsons is providing three Professional Engineering Scholarships to students about to begin an Engineering degree at a New Zealand University. The Scholarships are designed to assist the young people (NZ citizens or permanent residents) who will conclude their schooling at a Taranaki, Hawkes Bay or Northland secondary school this year and intend enrolling full-time in 2018. The value of the scholarships is $5,000 each, which will be paid in four annual instalments. Students may be given the opportunity to undertake part of their required professional work experience for their degree at WorleyParsons after completion of their 3rd year of university study. Each recipient will also be appointed a Graduate Engineer as a mentor, who will maintain a relationship with the recipient throughout their time at university.

For further information and online application form, visit [http://www.bfound.net/detail.aspx?jobId=141288&CoId=209&rq=1](http://www.bfound.net/detail.aspx?jobId=141288&CoId=209&rq=1)

Ngārimu VC and 28th (Māori) Battalion Memorial Scholarships  
*Closing date: 28 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduate / Postgraduate*

Maori undergraduate and postgraduate students who will be attending a recognised tertiary institution in 2017 are encouraged to apply for the Ngārimu VC and 28th (Māori) Battalion Memorial Scholarships.

**Undergraduate** – three awards worth $10,000 each per year of full-time study, for up to five years.

**Graduate** – one masters award worth $15,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years

Masters Education Research Award – one award worth $15,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years & a paid internship with the Ministry of Education for up to 6 weeks for each year of study

**Postgraduate** – one Doctoral Scholarship worth $25,000 per year of full-time study, for up to two years. The doctoral scholarship is to support doctoral candidates through the final 24 months of study.
Beverley Anaru Memorial Fund  
*Closing date: 29 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduate / Postgraduate*

The Scholarships aim is to assist full-time students who whakapapa to Te Arawa, to complete a recognized tertiary qualification that will enrich their own life experience, community and ultimately, Aotearoa as a whole. The Fund provides two Undergraduate and two Postgraduate Scholarships for the advancement of education for Te Arawa descendants enrolled at a New Zealand tertiary institute in a NZQA recognised course. It is envisaged that the recipients of these Scholarships will be committed to contributing to the development and prosperity of Te Arawa iwi, hapū and whānau.


Acorn Foundation Eva Trowbridge Scholarship  
*Closing date: 30 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

This $3,000 Scholarship is open to applications from adult learners (25 years and over) who will be studying at the University of Waikato’s Tauranga campus in 2017, and who reside in an area administered by the Tauranga City Council or the Western Bay of Plenty District Council. In selecting the successful applicant, the Selection Panel may take academic merit, financial circumstances, and contribution to the community into consideration.

For further information and online application form, visit [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships)

Acorn Foundation Ted Wadsworth Scholarship  
*Closing date: 30 September 2017*  
*Level: Graduate / Postgraduate*

This $3,000 Scholarship is open to applications from students who have graduated from the University of Waikato or its’ Tauranga campus and who reside in an area administered by the Tauranga City Council or the Western Bay of Plenty District Council. The Scholarship is available to full and part-time students.

The scholarship is open to a graduate of any discipline who wishes to undertake research of 60 points or more in the youth leadership field.

For further information and online application form, visit [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships)

Ada Wells Memorial Prize  
*Closing date 30 September 2017*  
*Level: Undergraduates / Graduates*

The prize is awarded for an essay, the subject of which involves the exposition of some subject chosen from literature having reference to social ideals. The subject of the essay shall be prescribed from year to year. Details of the topic for a particular year will be found on the website once available. This $800 Award is open to all undergraduates, and graduates (domestic & international) of not more than three years’ standing.

**PLEASE NOTE THAT APPLICATION FORMS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE APPROXIMATELY 8 WEEKS AHEAD OF THE CLOSING DATE.**

Application forms are available from the website: [www.canterbury.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.canterbury.ac.nz/scholarships) or by emailing: scholarships@canterbury.ac.nz.

Chinese Poll Tax Heritage Trust  
*Closing date: 30 September 2017 and 31 March 2018*  
*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

Members of New Zealand’s Chinese community are being invited to apply for funding from the current funding round of the Chinese Poll Tax Heritage Trust. The Trust aims to create heightened understanding of the Chinese community within New Zealand and strengthen the unique identity of Chinese New Zealanders. The Chinese Poll Tax Heritage Trust provides recognition of the hardship caused by the poll tax, and is a gesture of goodwill to poll tax payers, their descendants, and future generations.


New Zealand Federation of Graduate Women (NZFGW) Harriette Jenkins Awards  
*Closing date 30 September 2017*  
*Level: Graduate*

The purpose of these $2,000 Awards is to encourage members of the New Zealand Federation of Graduate Women (who joined not less than six months ago) to carry out or complete a piece of research, or to further their studies. The Awards are to be used for incidental expenses connected with the project, for example books, equipment, child care, travel.
Detailed regulations and application forms are available from the Federation’s website http://www.gwnz.org.nz/archive/awards3.htm

The A Zulauf Trust Scholarship

Closing date: TBA
Level: Graduate

This Scholarship promotes the study of Mathematics at the University of Waikato. Candidates will, in the year of application, be enrolled or enrolling full-time to undertake the research portion of their Master’s degree. It is expected that the bulk of that Mathematics research will take place in the year of application. All applicants, domestic or international, must meet the University’s enrolment criteria for study at Master’s level. The payment of this $5,000 Scholarship will be overseen by the Public Trust.

For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

Prime Minister’s Scholarships for Asia (PMSA)

Closing date: 30 March and 30 September 2017
Level: Undergraduate/Graduate/Postgraduate

The PMSA is a scholarship programme funded by the New Zealand government and administered by Education New Zealand. The Scholarship is awarded to individuals and covers costs relating to study or research in Asia. Approved destinations are ASEAN countries such as Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore, Indonesia, and Brunei Darussalam, as well as China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, India, and Sri Lanka. Preferred target institutions will be top 50 educational institutions and/or educational institutions with whom a New Zealand educational institution has a formal agreement or partnership.

Applicants must be a New Zealand citizens or Permanent Residence holders of a minimum 2 years at the time of application. Applicants cannot hold citizenship in their destination country in Asia. Programmes must be at least 6 weeks (up to a maximum of 2 years) and demonstrably linked to New Zealand’s trade or economic agenda in Asia. Programmes must take place in Asia and be full-time.

Applicants will display:
- The potential to succeed in academic study abroad
- The ability to represent New Zealand positively; particularly the quality of a New Zealand education experience
- The willingness and preparedness to put into practice the objectives of the scholarship

There are two categories of eligible programmes: exchange programmes, and independent (non-exchange) programmes. If you are unsure whether your programme is an exchange, check with the Exchange or International Office at your current institution.

Further information and application forms can be found on the Education New Zealand website http://www.enz.govt.nz/how-we-work/scholarships.

Prospective candidates should contact the Scholarships office scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

YWCA Young Women’s Education Scholarships

Currently under review. Will not be offered in 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate

The YWCA Young Women’s Tertiary Education scholarship is for New Zealand resident young women aged between 16 and 30 years as at 1 January who are participating in tertiary study in the Hamilton area. The Scholarship recipient needs to be confident, have excellent time management skills, and be a general all-rounder with a wide range of skills and experiences and partaking in study for the academic year. The recipient is expected to fill a role of working member of the Hamilton YWCA Board.

Applicants interested in a future application should check the YWCA website or Facebook in January/February 2018.

Bing’s Scholarship (UNZ)

Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate

This $2,000 Scholarship is offered to support postgraduate students who, in 2017, will be in their thesis year of their Master’s degree, to carry out research in the fields of medicine, veterinary science, agriculture, psychology, psychiatry or theology.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz.

Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

D.V. Bryant Trust University of Waikato Residential Scholarships

Closing date: 1 October 2017 and 1 March 2018
Level: School Leaver

This Scholarship offers the recipient up to $7,000 to be applied to board and lodgings in either Bryant Hall or Student Village. Applicants must be intending to study full-time (a full-time academic year comprises of
These Scholarships will be offered to students in financial hardship, which make accommodation within a hall of residence environment beneficial to their academic progress at University. For further information and online application, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

D.V. Bryant Trust University of Waikato Residential Tutorship
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
This Tutorship is offered to a current full-time student in either an undergraduate degree, graduate or postgraduate programme of study. The recipient will be required to live in one of the University’s Halls of Residence, and will be required to offer tutorial assistance within the areas of his / her academic expertise to residents as determined by the Residential Manager of the Hall. This Scholarship is valued at $3,500, to be applied to the recipient’s board and lodgings.
For further information and online application, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Claude McCarthy Fellowship – Category A (UNZ)
Closing dates: Round 1 – 1 May 2017; Round 2 – 1 October 2017
Level: Postgraduate
Fellowships support overseas travel for short periods to: present research work at conferences, and/or conduct research.
Applicants will be doctoral candidates at a New Zealand University. They can be international or domestic, but must already have a New Zealand tertiary qualification and must have been already enrolled in their doctoral study for at least one year at the time of application.
Round 1 [May closing date] applicants will be travelling between July and December in the year of application.
Round 2 [October closing date] applicants will be travelling between January and June in the year after application.
Applications for overseas conference attendance will be enhanced if combined with plans for overseas research activities.
Funding will not normally exceed $5,000.
Fellows must use the funds whilst registered for a doctoral degree or, at the latest, within four months of the submission of their thesis.
Further information and an online application form are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz.
Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Dan Watkins Scholarship in Weed Science (NZPPS)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
This scholarship has been established in the memory of Dan Watkins and to recognise his contribution to weed science within New Zealand. The NZPPS administers this scholarship, which aims to encourage research into the biology and control of weeds in New Zealand. Students enrolled at New Zealand Universities or registered in other recognised New Zealand tertiary institutions will be considered. The value of the scholarship is up to $5,000. Recipients will be encouraged to become members of the Society and present a paper about their research to one of the Society’s conferences.
Further information and application forms are available from http://www.nzpps.org/danwatkins.php or by contacting the secretary secretary@nzpps.org.

Edward and Isabel Kidson Scholarships (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate
These $5,000 Scholarships The object of each scholarship is to enable a graduate of a university of New Zealand, who is of good character and who has shown an ability in physics or a combination of physics and mathematics, to undertake further advanced study or research whether in New Zealand or elsewhere, in Meteorology. If there is no suitable candidate for an award of a scholarship in Meteorology, then it may be granted to support advanced study or research in some other branch of science, whether in New Zealand or elsewhere.
Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website (www.universitiesnz.ac.nz).
Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Freemasons Postgraduate Scholarships
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
These $10,000 Scholarships are for students who will in 2018 be enrolled full-time in the (90- or 120-point) thesis year of their master’s degree or in any year of a doctoral degree. Candidates will normally be undertaking this study for at least half of 2018.
Applicants must:
- Have a good academic record
Be a New Zealand citizen or permanent resident
Demonstrate good citizenship, e.g. community service
Show leadership potential.

These Scholarships are awarded without restrictions on gender, ethnic background, creed or age. Family association with Freemasonry is not a criterion for the award of a Scholarship.

For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Despite what the application form says, applicants at this University should not attach a UoW Academic Record or their birth certificate.

Freemasons University Scholarships
Closing date 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate
These $6,000 Scholarships are for students who will in 2018 be studying full-time in the last year of a bachelor’s degree, a graduate diploma, a bachelor’s degree with honours, a postgraduate diploma, or in the first year of a two-year master’s degree. Candidates will normally be undertaking this study for at least half of 2018.
Applicants must:
- Have a good academic record
- Be a New Zealand citizen or permanent resident
- Demonstrate good citizenship, e.g. community service
- Show leadership potential.

These Scholarships are awarded without restrictions on gender, ethnic background, creed or age. Family association with Freemasonry is not a criterion for the award of a Scholarship.

For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Despite what the application form says, applicants at this University should not attach a UoW Academic Record or their birth certificate.

Freyberg Scholarships (New Zealand Defence Scholarships) (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
Freyberg Scholarships are awarded for the purpose of encouraging graduate study into areas relevant to national security in the widest sense of that term. Study should be undertaken at a recognised institution in New Zealand or an Asia-Pacific country, including Canada and the United States. Preference may be given to applicants who have enrolled to study defence or strategic studies at a New Zealand university or who have enrolled in the Graduate Studies Programme in Strategy and Defence at the Australian National University. Proposals for a course of studies at an overseas institution located elsewhere will be considered on their merits. It is intended that graduates return to New Zealand, where it is hoped they will be better fitted to make a positive contribution towards debate and analysis of defence issues in such fields as government service, tertiary education or journalism.
One or more Scholarships, payable from a NZ$70,000 fund, may be awarded annually.
Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz.
Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Fulbright-Cognition Scholar Award in Education Research
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Academics
This award is for New Zealand educators or researchers to pursue research in the US, designed to have an impact on New Zealand early childhood education or primary / secondary schooling and student achievement, for three to five months. One award valued at up to US$37,500 (plus travel expenses) is offered each year.
Further information is available from Fulbright website www.fulbright.org.nz. Prospective applicants should contact the Scholarships Office scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

NEW healthAlliance Cyber Security Scholarship NEW
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Levels: Graduate
The healthAlliance Cyber Security Scholarship was established in 2017 to support academically talented students studying towards a Master of Cyber Security qualification at the University of Waikato. The Scholarship will provide students studying in the Master of Cyber Security Programme with both financial support and industry experience through a research project at healthAlliance. The Scholarship will cover student tuition fees and a stipend.
For further information and online application form, visit: www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Henry Kelsey Research Scholarships (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
The purpose of this Scholarship is to provide funds for individuals to undertake research towards a postgraduate degree at a New Zealand University or research institution, for the purpose of studying muscular function, including the causes and treatment of muscular dysfunction. Applicants will have completed the requirements
for a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, with honours where they are awarded, in a field appropriate to their intended study. The Scholarship is available for up to three years for PhD study.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

New Zealand Plant Protection Society Research Scholarship (NZPPS)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
This scholarship is to encourage research in relevant disciplines (entomology, plant pathology, weed science, zoology, ecology, and plant protection sciences), on topics relating to control of pests, pathogens and/or weeds in primary production (pastoral and arable agriculture, horticulture, forestry), or the natural or human environments. Students enrolled at New Zealand Universities or registered in other recognised New Zealand tertiary institutions will be considered. The value of the scholarship is up to $3,000. Recipients will be encouraged to become members of the Society and present a paper about their research to one of the Society’s conferences.

Further information and application forms are available from http://www.nzpps.org/scholarship.php or by contacting the secretary secretary@nzpps.org.

Pukehou Poutu Scholarships (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Postgraduate
This Scholarship shall be tenable in any university in New Zealand for postgraduate study in either agricultural or silvicultural science. The value of the one-year Scholarship will be changed from time to time by the Universities NZ; the current maximum value is $10,000.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Sasakawa Young Leaders Fellowship Fund (SYLFF)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
The Ryiochi Sasakawa Young Leaders’ Fellowships are offered annually from the proceeds of a very generous endowment received from the Nippon Foundation (known as the Sasakawa Foundation). The purpose of the programme is to provide the opportunity to study at any New Zealand University for graduate students at the research stage of their programmes, who have displayed potential for future leadership in national, regional and international affairs.

For further information, visit: http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/admission/scholarships-bursaries-awards/other-scholarships/sasakawa/young-leaders-fund/young-leaders-fund_home.cfm. For any enquiries, please email sylff@massey.ac.nz.

Spark Scholarship (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate
The Spark Scholarship is for women studying or planning on studying for a Bachelor’s degree in a technology-related discipline at a New Zealand University. Each scholarship carries an award of up to $5,000, for up to three years.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website (www.universitiesnz.ac.nz). Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.

Tertiary Education Union (TEU) Crozier Scholarship (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
This $5,000 Scholarship, now offered by the TEU, was established for the support and encouragement of postgraduate research into aspects of university (or higher) education and issues of union involvement therein, and including issues relating to the health and well-being of staff and students. The award is offered to students undertaking research for a research project, thesis or dissertation at an honours, masters, or doctoral level, in the fields of:

- The history, management, organization, economics, economic and social impact, sociology, pedagogy, and international relations of New Zealand universities/higher education, including comparative studies with other countries or kinds of education
- The health and well-being, careers and career choices and issues of recruitment and retention of staff and students
- Issues to do with ethnicity, gender and/or other socio-economic factors affecting staff and students.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact scholarships@waikato.ac.nz before applying.
The Prince of Wales Cambridge International Scholarship (UNZ)
Closing date: 1 October 2017
Level: Postgraduate
The Cambridge Commonwealth Trust offers several prestigious awards each year to enable PhD students of high academic ability to study at the University of Cambridge in Britain. This Scholarship covers the recipient’s fees (see regulations for further information) and also offers a means-tested allowance. Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact the Scholarships Office before applying scholarships@waikato.ac.nz.

Altrusa International Inc of Cambridge Scholarship Award
Closing date: 4 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate/Graduate/Postgraduate
The scholarship is intended to provide financial assistance to students from the Cambridge district for tertiary training or education. The scholarship is to help with fees and the purchase of course materials. For an application pack, please collect from: Joan Lawrence, House of Travel, Victoria Street, Cambridge. For any enquiries, phone Janet (07)827 5590 or email j.mccomb@clear.net.nz.

PhD Scholarship – Nutrient Limits to Manage Freshwater Plants
Closing date: 6 October 2017
Level: Postgraduate
The School of Science at the University of Waikato and the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) are seeking applicants for a fully-funded PhD project to investigate the potential for nutrient limits in rivers and streams to regulate freshwater macrophyte communities. We are seeking a high calibre graduate student with demonstrated skills in written and oral communication and strong self-motivation to work in collaboration with scientists at NIWA (Dr Fleur Matheson) and the University of Waikato (Professor Ian Hawes). This project will complement and build on other aquatic plant research being conducted by NIWA and the University of Waikato.
The scholarship is for study at the University of Waikato and consists of a NZ $28,500 student stipend for three years to cover course fees and living expenses. Successful applicants should ideally have a first-class MSc or BSc (Hons) in freshwater ecology/botany/biology, with experience in sampling freshwater ecosystems and undertaking statistical analysis of data. The scholarship is open to students of any nationality and the candidate must meet entry requirements for the University of Waikato Doctor of Philosophy programme visit http://www.waikato.ac.nz/study/enrolment/higher-degrees. For further information and how to apply, visit http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships/other-funding - External Funding.

Design Fees Scholarship
Closing date: 13 October 2017
Level: Entrance / School Leaver
The Design Fees Scholarship is open to applicants who are enrolling in the first year of an undergraduate degree with a major in Communication Design, Interface Design or Media Design, within the Faculty of Computing and Mathematical Sciences at the University of Waikato. Further information and online application form, visit: www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

CRF Heinold Memorial Award
Closing date: Not offered 2017/2018
Levels: Undergraduate / Graduate
The CRF Heinold Award is offered to a BSc(Tech) or MSc(Tech) student to assist him or her to carry out project work as part of the requirements for the degree in the area of meat production at AgResearch. This Scholarship is awarded on academic performance, the potential contribution of the applicant’s research to the field, and the benefit of the project work to the applicant’s career.

Milford Community Charitable Trust
Closing date: 27 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate
The Trustees invite applications from people within the Milford area seeking grants to enable them to undertake a tertiary or vocational education programme or a life skills course. Applicants must either:
- Be former pupils of the Milford School
- Or your parents must be former pupils of Milford School
- Residents of Milford district as defined by the district boundaries decided by the Trustees
For further information, visit http://www.kiaorahauora.co.nz/scholarship_detail?Code=803134
NZSA Auckland Museum Research Grants  
*Closing date: 27 October 2017*
*Level: Undergraduate/Graduate / Postgraduate*

The purpose of these grants is to create an opportunity for two writers to utilize the facilities and resources of the Auckland Museum Library in the development of their manuscript. The grants comprise one National Grant and one Auckland Regional Grant for local writers. Both grants are open to fiction, non-fiction and academic writers.

Further information can be found on [http://authors.org.nz/nzsa-auckland-museum-research-grants/](http://authors.org.nz/nzsa-auckland-museum-research-grants/)

HOPE-SELWYN Scholarship in Ageing Research  
*Closing date: TBC*
*Level: Graduate / Postgraduate*

The HOPE Foundations aim is to support researchers who are conducting research into ageing. The value of the Scholarship is up to $6,000 and will be awarded annually. Applications will be accepted from a wide range of disciplines in line with the HOPE Foundation’s philosophy of encouraging eclectic research into ageing and its effect on individuals in society.

Further information and an application form can be found on our website [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships).

Australian Federation of Graduate Women: – Canberra Accommodation Bursary  
*Closing date: 31 October 2017*
*Level: Graduate*

The Australian Federation of Graduate Women – ACT Incorporated offers residential accommodation for up to four weeks at the Australian National University, Canberra. The award is open to a woman graduate or final-year honours student from a university or tertiary institute in Australia, New Zealand, Papua-New Guinea or the South Pacific. The award is open to women of any age who wish to carry out some short research project, in any field, which will benefit from a short stay in Canberra, to use a particular library or museum collection or special scientific equipment. Preference may be given to applicants who are members of an affiliate of Graduate Women International. The Bursary will be available during 2 to 31 January 2018.

For further information and an application form, please email [scholarships@waikato.ac.nz](mailto:scholarships@waikato.ac.nz)

FASS Study Abroad Scholarship  
*Closing date: 31 October 2017*
*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

The Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences established these scholarships for international students to enhance awareness and foster interest among international students in academic programmes offered by the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences. They are intended to provide financial support for fees for international students enrolled in the Faculty as part of a Study Abroad agreement with their home university.

For further information and online application form, visit [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships)

June Opie Fellowship  
*Closing date: 31 October 2017*
*Level: Graduate/Postgraduate*

The award, which is expected to be about NZD$12,000, is available to citizens and permanent residents of Australia, Canada and New Zealand, is designed as an incentive for students of high academic achievement who have a severe disability. It is intended for those who plan to undertake graduate study with a view to preparing themselves for a role in the professions, in politics, or more particularly, in university teaching and research and who have disability issues as a continuing interest.

The award is made to enable the recipient to secure such assistance, by travel, by the preparation of computer software, or by other means, as will facilitate effective study and preparation for the future.


Mr M & Mrs T Olechnowicz Scholarship  
*Closing date: 31 October 2017*
*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

This Scholarship is available to students of Polish origin. The Trustees must be satisfied that the applicant was born in Poland or that at least one of his or her direct ancestors was born in Poland. For this purpose, ‘born in Poland’ means born within the geographical limits of the country known as Poland, either at the time of your birth, or as at 31 December 1921, or 28 May 1984.

For further information and to apply online, visit [http://www.victoria.ac.nz/scholarship/forms/olechnowicz.pdf](http://www.victoria.ac.nz/scholarship/forms/olechnowicz.pdf)
PADET Scholarships
Closing date: 31 October 2017 and 31 May 2018
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
PADET Scholarships are designed to support masters and doctoral students enrolled, or intending to enrol, in research of interest to the Peace and Disarmament Education Trust (PADET), i.e. to advance education and thereby promote international peace, arms control and disarmament. Preference will be given to topics relevant to current New Zealand disarmament and arms control policy. Suggested topics include the following:
- Proliferation control regimes
- Arms control negotiations
- Conflict assessment, management, and resolution
- Political sociology of arms control and disarmament
Scholarships will be awarded for up to $14,000 for a masters thesis year, and up to $21,000 per annum for up to two years for a doctoral thesis.
Information and applications forms can be found on http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/admission/scholarships-bursaries-awards/other-scholarships/search-results/search-results_home.cfm?page=award_display&scholarship_id=273

Peter Ayson Undergraduate Scholarship in Health, Sport and Human Performance NEW
Closing date: 31 October 2017
Levels: Undergraduate
This Scholarship is open to domestic students who have not attended secondary School in the past two years and who are intending to enrol full-time in the first year of an undergraduate degree in the Faculty of Health, Sport & Human Performance at the University of Waikato at, either the Hamilton, or Tauranga campus.
Further information and online application form, visit: www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Rosemary Seymour Research & Archives Award
Closing date: 31 October 2017
Levels: Undergraduate / Postgraduate
In 1974 Rosemary Seymour, a Waikato University sociologist, initiated a newsletter and a network of women interested in women's studies, that evolved into the Women’s Studies Association. In 1985 a scholarship fund was established in her memory. Two awards of $1000 each are available each year; one for which only Maori women may apply; while the second is open to all women.
For further information and guidelines, email scholarships@waikato.ac.nz.

Statistics/Data Analytics Fees Scholarship
Closing date: 31 October 2017
Level: Undergraduate
The Scholarship is open to applicants who are enrolling in their second or third year of study towards an undergraduate degree, majoring in Statistics and/or Data Analytics, at the University of Waikato.
For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

The Bill and Joan Flower Agribusiness Masters Scholarship NEW
Closing date: 31 October 2017
Level: Graduate
This Scholarship was established to support graduate students (NZ citizens/Permanent residents) who wish to undertake research of 90points or more in the field of Agribusiness. The Scholarship will have a value of up to $5,500.
For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

University of Waikato Research Masters Scholarships
Closing date: 31 October 2017 (Round One) and 30 April 2018 (Round 2)
Level: Graduate
These Scholarships are offered to full-time students, normally studying in the final or only year of their master’s degree. These Scholarships are designed to encourage research, especially in the form of a 90 ($12,000 of which $4,500 is applied to tuition fees) or 120-point thesis ($15,000 of which $4,500 is applied to tuition fees), at the University of Waikato. Applicants are expected to have a minimum of at least an A- average.
For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

University of Waikato Taught Postgraduate Scholarship
Closing date: 31 October 2017 (Round One) and 30 April 2018 (Round 2)
Level: Graduate / Postgraduate
This Scholarship supports part- and full-time domestic and international students studying at the University of Waikato. This award supports coursework rather than research papers.
International applicants are required to have completed at least 120 points at any New Zealand University. Candidates are expected to be undertaking 500-level studies in one of the following:

- An Honours degree (normally of one year’s duration), undertaken after graduation with a Bachelor degree
- The year(s) in which 500-level papers are undertaken towards a multi-year Honours degree
- The taught components of any Master degree. Any papers required for the qualification, including 30 or 60-point dissertation.
- A Postgraduate Diploma or Postgraduate Certificate.

The awards will be determined on academic merit. Preference will be given to students on a pathway to research.

For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships

**Wakatū Inc: 2018 Tertiary Education Scholarship**

*Closing date: 31 October 2017*

*Level: Undergraduate/Graduate*

The Scholarships are designed to build leadership, connecting talented people to our rich cultural heritage and legacy. Wakatū support a range of disciplines, with preference for studies related to our business, such as: law, accounting and marketing. Studies in applied sciences of viticulture, aquaculture and horticulture are a priority.

Each scholarship provides the successful applicant with financial support for fees and books, up to a maximum of three years. There are also bonus opportunities for studying Te Reo and achieving academic merit. Applicants must be Wakatū shareholders or descendants of Wakatū shareholders and demonstrate a strong desire to get qualified.

For further information and an application form, visit [http://www.wakatu.org/sholarships/](http://www.wakatu.org/sholarships/)

**Commonwealth Short Story Prize**

*Closing date: 1 November 2017*

*Level: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

The Prize is awarded for the best piece of unpublished short fiction (2,000–5,000 words) in English written by a citizen of a Commonwealth country. All stories submitted must be unpublished, but both unpublished and published writers are eligible to apply. The competition is free to enter.

The international judging panel comprises one judge from each of the five regions – Africa, Asia, Canada and Europe, the Caribbean and the Pacific. Please note that while the entries will be judged regionally, all judges will read and deliberate on entries from all regions. Regional winners receive £2,500 and the overall winner receives £5,000.


**Golden Plover Wetland Research Award**

*Closing date: 1 November 2017*

*Level: Graduate*

This $1,000 award is open for applications from students at any university in New Zealand who are researching any aspect of the ecology or management of wetlands at honours or masters level. Applicants may be studying either part- or full-time to be eligible for the Award, and should be New Zealand citizens or permanent residents.

For further information and online application form, visit [www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships](http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships)

**Knox Memorial Fellowships (UNZ)**

*Closing date: 1 November 2017*

*Level: Graduate / Postgraduate*

The Frank Knox Memorial Fellowships are offered to assist New Zealand students to study at Harvard University in the United States of America. Candidates will be selected on the basis of future promise of leadership. Strength of character, keen mind, a balanced judgment and devotion to the democratic ideal will be qualities borne in mind in making the final selection. The Fellowship pays Harvard tuition and health insurance fees and provides a stipend sufficient to cover a student’s living expenses for the 10-month academic year.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website [www.universitiesnz.ac.nz](http://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz).

Prospective applicants should contact the Scholarships Office before applying [scholarships@waikato.ac.nz](mailto:scholarships@waikato.ac.nz).

**Fulbright Distinguished Awards in Teaching for New Zealand Teachers**

*Closing date: 1 November 2017*

*Level: New Zealand Teachers*

These awards are for highly accomplished New Zealand teachers in primary and secondary schooling (with at least five years of full-time teaching experience, or other school staff who work with students at least 50% of the time), to participate in an intensive professional development programme in the US for four months.
Two New Zealand teachers and participants from eleven other countries will be hosted by a US university’s College of Education, which will provide a broad range of education classes and faculty support. See http://www.fulbright.org.nz/awards/nzscholar/distinguishedteaching/ or contact pip Climo at Fulbright New Zealand for further information – pip@fulbright.org.nz / (04) 494 1500.

The Judith Clark Memorial Fellowships (UNZ)

Closing date: 1 November 2017
Level: Graduate
The Judith Clark Memorial Fellowships have been established to assist music graduates to undertake a special term project that will have long-term benefits for their future professional careers as musicians. Projects which will be considered by the selection committee, include attendance at a reputable summer school or summer academy, of auditions for a longer-term postgraduate study programme. The selection committee will consider applications for other short term projects and will assess them on their merits. Applicants must hold New Zealand citizenship or permanent residency and must have recently graduated, or expected to graduate in the year of application, with an honours degree, or equivalent, in music from a New Zealand University.

Further information and application forms are available from the UNZ website www.universitiesnz.ac.nz. Prospective applicants should contact the Scholarships Office before applying scholarships@waikato.ac.nz.

University of Waikato Doctoral Scholarships

Closing date: 14 July, 1 November 2017 (third round still to be confirmed)
Level: Postgraduate
Applications for the University of Waikato Doctoral Scholarship are now linked to the enrolment process for doctoral studies, visit http://www.waikato.ac.nz/students/research-degrees/ for Higher degree information. For further information on the application process and the closing dates for the coming rounds, visit http://www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships/s/university-of-waikato-doctoral-scholarship

Chevening Scholarships

Closing date: 7 November 2017
Level: Graduate
Chevening Scholarships are the UK government’s global scholarship programme, funded by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and partner organisations. The Scholarships offer the opportunity to study for a one-year Master’s degree at any of the UK’s leading universities, and are awarded to outstanding established or emerging leaders across a wide range of fields; including politics, government, business, the media, the environment, civil society, religion, and academia. Applicants should hold an Honours-level undergraduate degree, and have at least two years’ work experience. Applications for Chevening Scholarships must be submitted online at www.chevening.org. Applicants should read the online information and demonstrate how they meet the Chevening selection criteria before submitting an application.

Ian McLaren Memorial Scholarship NEW

Closing date: 1 November 2017
Level: Undergraduate
The Ian McLaren Memorial Scholarship supports students undertaking an undergraduate programme in Education at the University of Waikato. Applicants must be enrolled full-time in the second or consecutive year of an undergraduate programme in the Faculty of Education. The Scholarship has a value of up to $3,000. For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

John Allan Scholarship in Education

NEW Closing date: 1 November 2017
Level: Graduate
This Scholarship is awarded to the applicant undertaking research towards a masters degree in the Faculty of Education at the University of Waikato. To be eligible to apply, applicants must be a qualified teacher, currently registered with Education council Aotearoa New Zealand to teach in New Zealand and be enrolled full-time or part-time in a 90 or 120 point masters thesis within the Faculty of Education. The Scholarship has a value of up to $5,000.

For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.

Peter Freyberg Memorial Scholarship

NEW Closing date: 1 November 2017
Level: Doctoral Thesis
This is a Scholarship for qualified teachers (NZ citizens, permanent resident and international). All applicants must meet the University’s enrolment criteria for the doctoral programme, and be enrolled full- or part-time in a PhD or Part 2 of the EdD in the Faculty of Education, at the University of Waikato in the year of tenure of the Scholarship. Selection will be made on the basis of the academic achievement of the applicants, and their...
research topics. Preference will be given to applicants conducting research related to curriculum development and teacher effectiveness. The Scholarship has a value of up to $5,000. For further information and online application form, visit www.waikato.ac.nz/scholarships.
**Scholarships with varying or no set application dates**

### Ako Aotearoa Good Practice Publication Grants

*No set closing date:*

*Level: Academics*

The Ako Aotearoa Good Practice Publication Grants have been established to showcase proven good practice in tertiary teaching and learning across the tertiary education sector in Aotearoa-New Zealand. The intention of this scheme is to celebrate and share interesting and creative teaching and learning practice by individuals/groups shown to benefit learners, which other educators can adopt into their teaching.

During 2017 there are three specific priorities areas in which applications are called:

- Good practice that has been shown to benefit Māori learners, their whānau, hapū, iwi and communities.
- Good practice that has been shown to benefit Pacific learners and their communities.
- Good practice that has been shown to benefit younger learners in tertiary education.

For further information, including how to apply, visit [https://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/good-practice-publication-grants](https://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/good-practice-publication-grants).

### Blue Lagoon Hearing Trust Grant

*No set closing date:*

*Levels: Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate*

Grant applications submitted to The Blue Lagoon Hearing Trust (must reside in Tauranga, Mt Maunganui and Papamoa areas) will be considered where funding is being sought towards:

- cost of hearing aids
- Extra costs associated with education / tuition for the hearing impaired
- Specialized equipment for the Deaf
- Assistance for hearing impaired children to attend special support days
- Ongoing ear health and care needs
- Other equipment and devices to assist with communication
- Information and awareness programs

For further information: visit [http://www.bluelagoonhearingtrust.co.nz/](http://www.bluelagoonhearingtrust.co.nz/).

### Canadian Studies Awards

*Closing dates vary*

The Canadian Studies Program funds research and teaching in Canadian studies. The term ‘Canadian studies’ is defined as research in the humanities or social sciences which aims at a better understanding of Canadian society and or culture. Purely scientific subjects and proposals that focus exclusively on technological or methodological issues are not eligible.

Awards include the following:

- **ICCS Graduate Students Scholarship**
  *Closing date: 30 September*
  The International Council for Canadian Studies (ICCS) offers up to ten grants worldwide to masters and doctoral candidates to undertake thesis-related research on Canada at a Canadian university for 4-6 weeks.

- **Canadian Studies Internships**
  Teaching or research internships (assistantships) of 1-3 months duration at a Canadian or foreign university with a Canadian Studies Program. Applicants must have completed a doctoral degree on a topic primarily related to Canada, and not be employed in a full-time university teaching position.

- **International Research Linkages (IRL)**
  This programme aims to promote and facilitate international collaborative research between research teams from Canada and (one or more) countries where Canadian Studies are represented.

- **The Canada-Asia-Pacific Award in Canadian Studies (CAPA)**
  Aimed at promoting the understanding of bilateral and multilateral relations between Canada and the Asia-Pacific, this award assists scholars in higher education institutions or research and policy planning institutes in the Asia-Pacific region to undertake short-term research, including collaborative research.

- **ACSANZ Postgraduate Travel Award**
  *Closing date: 30 September*
  Up to five grants are awarded each year to postgraduate students for a short research trip to Canada. Research must be related to the student’s thesis topic and in Canadian Studies.

- **ICCS Canadian Studies Postdoctoral Fellowship**
  *Closing date: 30 September*
This programme enables Canadian and foreign academics who have completed a doctoral thesis on a topic primarily related to Canada to visit a Canadian or foreign university with a Canadian Studies program for a teaching or research fellowship. Fellowships are for a minimum of one month and a maximum of three months. Applicants must not be employed in a full-time university teaching position and must agree not to accept honoraria or salary during their fellowships. The grant will be C$2,500 per month plus the cost a return airline ticket.

- **ICCS Best Doctoral Thesis in Canadian Studies**  
  **Closing date: 30 September**  
  This ICCS Award is designed to recognize and promote each year an outstanding PhD thesis on a Canadian topic.


### East-West Center Affiliate Scholar Program
**Application dates vary**
**Levels: Graduate / Postgraduate**

The East-West Center (EWC) in Hawaii offers a range of awards and research opportunities including the East-West Center Affiliate Scholar Program and the Asia Pacific Leadership Program. For more information, visit the Center’s website [www.eastwestcenter.org/](http://www.eastwestcenter.org/).

### English Program in Korea (EPIK)
**Application date: Accepts applications year-round**
**Levels: Graduate**

EPIK is the national English teaching program sponsored by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology. The mission of EPIK is to improve the English-speaking abilities of students within the public schools and to aid in the advancement of English education in Korea. The English Program is for 1 year.

Eligibility:
- Have received a Bachelor’s degree in any discipline
- Be citizen of either Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, UK, USA
- Be fluent and proficient in the English language

For further information, please visit [www.epik.go.kr](http://www.epik.go.kr).

### Teach and Learn in Korea (TaLK)
**Application dates: recruits year round**
**Levels: Undergraduate / Graduate**

The TaLK was a government initiative to increase accessibility to qualify English education in rural areas. This initiative is to teach English as a second language in the after-school program at a rural elementary school. The TaLK program is for 6 months or 1 year.

Eligibility:
- **Nationality**
  - citizens of either Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, UK, USA
  - Korean citizens with permanent residency in one of the aforementioned countries; Korean citizens who have lived in one of the aforementioned countries as temporary residents for at least eight years and who have completed both primary and secondary education in that country.
  - Be fluent and proficient in the English language

- **Education**
  - Bachelor’s degree candidates who have completed at least two years of undergraduate education
  - Associate’s degree holders
  - Recent graduates and graduate students
  - Overseas Koreans in their first or second year in college who qualify for the F-4 visa

For further information, please visit [www.talk.go.kr](http://www.talk.go.kr).

### Fulbright Scholar Awards
**Closing dates vary**

Fulbright New Zealand offers a range of awards for scholars and professionals to engage in research, to teach and / or to gain professional experience in the US. Further information is available from the Fulbright website ([http://www.fulbright.org.nz/](http://www.fulbright.org.nz/)). Prospective applicants should contact the Scholarships Office [scholarships@waikato.ac.nz](mailto:scholarships@waikato.ac.nz) before applying. Details of any awards with upcoming Closing dates can be found elsewhere in the Update.
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Scholarships for New Zealand

Closing dates vary

Levels: Graduate / Postgraduate / Academics

Please send all scholarship applications to:
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
PO Box 1687
WELLINGTON 6140
Email: info@wellington.diplo.de
Internet: www.wellington.diplo.de

- Applicants are generally expected to be NZ nationals; foreign nationals may be eligible if they are permanent residents of New Zealand. Temporary residents need to prove that they have been long-term residents of New Zealand for at least six years and that they intend to remain in New Zealand for the foreseeable future. If you are not a New Zealand national or if you have lived less than six years in New Zealand, please click here for a list of addresses of DAAD Representatives in your region.
- The previous age limits have been lifted and have been replaced by a career stage model.
- Applicants, who have been resident in Germany for longer than one year at the time of application, cannot be considered.
- You will find more detailed information on scholarships and funding on the DAAD website: www.funding-guide.de, and especially for NZ in our leaflet.
- Detailed information on what application papers need to be submitted can be found on the application form which can be obtained from the download site.

Research Grants for University Academics and Scientists

These grants and scholarships aim to provide academics and scientists working in higher education or at research institutes with an opportunity to carry out a research project at a state (public) or state-recognised higher education institution or non-university research institute in Germany.

- Duration: 1-3 months
- Application Deadlines:
  30 November for grants to start any time from March of the following year.

Application form: http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html

University Winter Courses

The DAAD offers students a grant for a six-week “German Regional Studies Winter Course” at the Universities of Essen, Freiburg, Leipzig or Berlin/FUBIS in January/February. This program is designed for undergraduate and graduate students with a sound knowledge of German and some background in German Studies who are interested in improving their language skills and understanding of contemporary affairs.

- Duration: Courses last six weeks and are offered in the German winter months.
- Application deadline: 15 August
- Detailed Information: http://www.daad.de/deutschland/foerderung/stipendiendatenbank/00462.en.html?detailid=537&fachrichtung=7&land=33&status=1&seite=1&daad=0

Study Scholarships for Graduates of All Disciplines

Graduates of all disciplines can apply for a scholarship to complete a postgraduate or Master’s degree course at a German higher education institution and to gain a degree in Germany (Master’s/Diploma).

- Duration: 10-24 months
- Application deadline: 1 September each year for a period beginning either in April or October of the following year.
- The DAAD will pay an appropriate flat-rate travel allowance.
- Applications from New Zealand for study scholarships are generally expected to be able to prove that they have a basic knowledge of German at the time of application.

- Application Form: http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html

Research Grants for Doctoral Candidates, Postdocs, Young Academics and Scientists
Research grants provide young academics and scientists with an opportunity to carry out a research project or a course of continuing education at a German university or non-university research institute.

- **Duration:** 1-6 months, scholarships may be extended up to 24 months.
- **Application deadlines for research grants for projects of up to six months:**
  15 November for research grants to run from April of the following year.
  30 April for research grants to run from October.
- **Applicants from New Zealand for research grants are generally expected to be able to prove that they have a basic knowledge of German at the time of application**
- **Detailed Information:**
- **Application Form:** [http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html](http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html)

The Alexander von Humboldt Association also provides different types of research funding for excellently qualified New Zealand researchers from postdoctoral level onwards: [http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/sponsorship.html](http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/sponsorship.html)

**Study Visits/Study Seminars and Practicals in Germany**
This programme aims to provide students with subject-related knowledge by arranging appropriate visits, tours and information, meetings or by organising subject-related seminars and practical courses, as well as to give students a greater understanding of and insight into economic, political and cultural life in Germany.

- **Duration:** 7-12 days
- **Application deadlines:**
  1 November for trips to commence from 1 March the following year.
  1 February for trips to commence from 1 June.
  1 May for trips to commence from 1 September.
- **Detailed Information:**
- **Application Form:** [http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html](http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html)

The study visits program aims to help foreign students, visiting Germany under the guidance of a lecturer, make contacts in their specific academic field and gain a knowledge of Germany.

**Scholarship Program for Artists**
Study scholarships aim to provide foreign applicants from the field of Fine Arts, Design, Film, Music, Architecture, Performing Arts (Drama, Direction, Dance, Choreography, etc) with an opportunity to complete a course of extension studies at a state institution of higher education in Germany, without gaining a formal degree or qualification.

- **Duration:** 1–3 months
- **Application deadline:** 30 November for grants to start any time after the end of March the following year
- **The DAAD will pay an appropriate flat-rate travel allowance**
- **Detailed Information:**
- **Application Form:** [http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html](http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html)

**Re-Invitation Program for Former Scholarship Holders**
The Re-invitation Program helps the DAAD maintain contacts with its former one-year scholarship holders and with former scholarship holders who have studied in East Germany (GDR) for at least one year. Former scholarship holders meeting these requirements can apply for re-invitation to Germany to complete a research or work project at a state higher education institution or non-university research institute.

- **Application deadlines:**
  30 September each year for a period as of February of the following year.
  31 March each year to run from August.
- **No international travel costs paid by the DAAD**
- **Detailed Information:**
- **Application Form:** [http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html](http://www.daad.de/deutschland/download/03118.en.html)

The DAAD also supports German guest lecturers from all disciplines contributing to courses at universities in New Zealand (4 weeks up to six months): [http://www.daad.de/ausland/lehren-im-](http://www.daad.de/ausland/lehren-im-)

---

_Where the World is Going_
and guest speakers from German universities delivering papers at conferences in New Zealand:
http://www.daad.de/ausland/foerderungs moglichkeiten/ ausschreibungen/11450.de.html

Further information and advice is available from:
Dr Anna Bauer
daad@auckland.ac.nz
09 923 8931
www.daad.ac.nz

Further Information on the Promotion of International Student, Academic and Research Exchanges (Scholarships):

Health Research Council (HRC) funding opportunities
Closing dates vary
Levels: Graduate / Postgraduate / Academics
The Health Research Council offers an impressive range of funding opportunities. The following lists are just a selection of their grants and scholarships.

Māori Health Research
Māori health research is research that values Māori world views and builds Māori research capacity and leadership. View More
- Māori Health Research Summer Studentships
- Rangahau Hauora Award
- Māori Health Research Masters Scholarships
- Māori Health Research PhD Scholarships
- Māori Health Research Postdoctoral Fellowships
- Ngā Kanohi Kitea
- Māori Health Research Development Grant
- Māori Health Research Knowledge Translation Grant

Pacific Health Research
The primary role of Pacific health research is to generate knowledge and understanding of Pacific peoples that will improve their health outcomes. View More
- Pacific Health Research Summer Studentships
- Pacific Health Research Conference Travel Grants
- Pacific Health Research PhD Scholarships
- Pacific Health Research Postdoctoral Fellowships
- Pacific Health Research Masters Scholarship
- Pacific Health Research Development Grant

Requests For Proposals
Requests for Proposals (RFPs) are calls for research in areas of strategic importance. They included, but are not limited to research that will contribute to an evidence-base for policy and planning. RFPs are released by the HRC as funding opportunities occur throughout the year. View More. For example:
- Community-based primary healthcare research
- Research Exploring the Health Implications of the Canterbury Earthquake
- HIV Behavioural Study of African Communities in New Zealand

Researcher Initiated Proposals
The majority of HRC funding is awarded through the annual contestable funding round to research ideas that are researcher initiated. A competitive process ensures that high quality and relevant research is supported across four Research Investment Streams. View More. For example:
- Emerging Researcher First Grants

Career Development
Career development awards help to foster the health research workforce in New Zealand. A range of awards is available to support the career development of emerging health researchers, including Māori and Pacific health researchers undertaking postgraduate qualifications. View More. For example:
- The Sir Charles Hercus Health Research Fellowship
- Māori Health Research Career Development Awards
- Pacific Health Research Career Development Awards

More information is available by clicking any of the above links, or by visiting the HRC web-site www.hrc.govt.nz.
HEERF Scholarships
Application date: Accepts applications year-round – applications generally considered March/April
Levels: Postgraduate
HEERF makes available annually a series of postgraduate research scholarships open to NZ citizens and NZ permanent residence holders. The scholarships are typically linked to heavy engineering industry related research proposals administered by HERA, however scholarship applicants are also able to submit their own research project proposal.
All scholarship research proposals intended for funding through HEERF are required to go through the HERA Research Panel system for evaluation and prior approval before being submitted through the HERA Director to the HEERF Trustees. For further information, visit the website http://www.hera.org.nz/MainMenu.

LEARN Fellowships
No set closing date:
The Livestock Emissions & Abatement Research Network (LEARN) is an international research network focused upon improving the understanding of greenhouse gas emissions from livestock agriculture. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry offers up to nine New Zealand LEARN Fellowships per annum for scientists or technicians from developing countries to work in New Zealand in the area of Livestock Emissions Research.
The objectives of the network are to improve the quantification of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions from animal agriculture at all scales, and to facilitate the development of cost effective and practical greenhouse gas mitigation solutions.
There are two separate categories available. These are LEARN Work Trainee Awards (tenure up to six months) and LEARN Postdoctoral Fellowships (tenure up to twelve months). There is no set application close date for the Fellowships, instead they are dealt with on a case by case basis by MAF's advisory panel. It is expected that the majority of applications/nominations will be from/for individuals who have already established links with researchers at the NZ host institution/organisation. All candidates must be registered members of the LEARN Network, and may register at www.livestockemissions.net. The terms and conditions and application form can be downloaded from the Education New Zealand (ENZ) website www.newzealandeducated.com/scholarships.

New Zealand Defence Force Scholarship Schemes
Levels: School Leavers / Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
The New Zealand Defence Force offers four tertiary scholarship schemes across the three services to Engineering students. The majors in which the NZDF is likely to provide sponsorship are: Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Software, Materials, aeronautical Engineering and Mechatronics, however other majors will be considered by the individual services.
For further information Lt Jarrod Austin, email www.defencecareers.mil.nz or call 0800 1 FORCE.

TeachNZ Scholarships
Closing dates vary
Levels: School Leavers / Undergraduate / Graduate / Postgraduate
TeachNZ Scholarships are targeted at areas of priority for teacher supply, in order to meet increasing demand for teachers in some areas over the next ten years. TeachNZ states that the following areas have been identified: early childhood teachers, Māori-medium teachers, secondary teachers of specific subjects, and teachers in rural areas. These Scholarships are available for New Zealand citizens and permanent residents only. Further information and application forms are available from http://www.teachnz.govt.nz/scholarships.